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Energy prices keep annual inflation below zero


In March, consumer prices grew by 0.7% month-on-
month, annual inflation remained negative at –0.6%, food 
and oil prices crept up, but they began to spill over to Lat-
via's consumer prices only gradually. However, as natural 
gas tariffs are set with a delay in time, heat energy prices 
declined even stronger. Moreover, according to the JSC 
Latvijas Gāze April estimate, natural gas tariffs for heat 
producers are likely to go down both in April and May. 
Core inflation is positive but still low, reflecting the nega-
tive impact of costs.  
In the coming months, inflation may be pushed up by ris-
ing excise tax on alcoholic beverages as of April and the 
introduction of VAT on management services of dwell-
ing from July. However, the impact of the demand side is 
likely to be moderate because of weaker anticipated wage 
rises and somewhat higher savings.


Manufacturing growth turned positive in February 
(+4.3%) year-on-year. It was driven by favourable de-
velopments in the wood industry, which reached a his-
torically high level (+11.2%), and by the manufacture of 
fabricated metal products (+10.0%). Moreover, the food 
industry reported a 4.3% increase in output. This has 
been the best result achieved since 2014. 
The industrial confidence indicator merely fluctuated 
within a narrow range over the past two years. Although 
currently it is premature to speak about any marked trend, 
a slightly positive signal emerged in March 2016, i.e. the 
assessment of order volume had improved substantially. 
Overall, manufacturing growth is likely to remain rather 
weak this year. It will, to a large extent, depend on eco-
nomic growth outside Latvia since almost two thirds of the 
sector's output are exported. Likewise, the performance of 
the food industry will depend on the extension or lifting 
of sanctions imposed against Russia and by Russia.


Manufacturing growth regains momentum


Latvia's foreign trade turnover grew by 10.8% month-
on-month in February 2016, contracting by 3.3% year-
on-year. Over the past 12 months, exports of goods re-
ported a 0.1% year-on-year rise on average. Although 
the slow euro area recovery and contraction of Russia's 
demand contributed to a decline in exports of goods to 
several Latvia's major trade partners, various previously 
less traditional export markets reported an increase. 
In the coming months, Latvia's exports are likely to be 
hindered by slower than expected recovery of the euro 
area economy and continued deceleration of economic 
growth in emerging Asian economies. Despite sluggish 
demand, Latvian companies still have a growth poten-
tial in several sectors. For instance, the wood industry 
proved its ability to transform outputs into higher added 
value articles. Moreover, Latvia is well-positioned to 
benefit from food demand gradually switching to or-
ganic, ecological and top quality products.


Latvia's exports: a zigzag path maintained
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Reporting 
period


Data (%)


Gross domestic product (GDP)
Real GDP (year-on-year growth)  
Real GDP (quarter-on-quarter growth; seasonally adjusted)


2015 Q4
2015 Q4


2.3
–0.3


Public finances 
General government budget expenditure (since the beginning of the year, year-on-
year growth) 
Tax revenue (since the beginning of the year; year-on-year growth)


2016 III


2016 III


0.2


3.8


Consumer price changes  
Consumer Price Index CPI (year-on-year growth)
Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices HICP (year-on-year growth)
12-month average inflation (HICP) 
11.04.2016 Obstinately low inflation despite price hikes 


2016 III
2016 III
2016 III


–0.6
–0.6


0.1


Foreign trade  
Exports (year-on-year growth) 
Imports (year-on-year growth)
13.04.2016 Latvia's exports: no reason for much optimism, a zigzag path maintained 


2016 II
2016 II


–1.2
–5.0


Balance of payments 
Current account balance (ratio to GDP) 
Foreign direct investment in Latvia (net flows; ratio to GDP)


2015 Q4
2015 Q4


1.4
1.0


Industrial output 
Working day-adjusted manufacturing output index (year-on-year growth) 
07.04.2016 After a slowdown in January, manufacturing growth regains momentum 


2016 II 4.3


Retail trade turnover 
Retail trade turnover at constant prices (year-on-year growth) 2016 II 2.3


Labour market 
Registered unemployment (share in working age population)
Job seekers rate (share in working age population)


2016 III
2015 Q4


9.1
9.8


Monetary indicators 
Resident deposits (year-on-year growth)
30.03.2016 Accruals of businesses with banks growing fast  


2016 II 11.9


 Sources: Treasury, CSB and Latvijas Banka.
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https://www.macroeconomics.lv/after-slowdown-january-manufacturing-growth-regains-momentum
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For two years now, Latvia has been a member of the euro area (EA). 
Already before Latvia had joined the EA, the latter was and con ti nues 
to be an important market for Latvian exporters.


At present, slightly less than a half of total exports from Latvia go to 
markets of EA countries: in 2015 overall, the volume of goods and 
services exports to the EA accounted for 44.2% of the total export 


volume. The Figure below shows that exports of goods notably dominate over exports of services in 
total Latvian exports. Currently, almost half of total goods exported from Latvia (amounting to 49.0% 
in 2015) are sold in the EA markets. As to exports of services, the EA share is considerably smaller and 
in 2015 accounted for 32.0% of total services ex ports. It is noteworthy that almost two thirds of total 


exports of goods to the euro area go to Estonia 
and Lithuania, the two neighbouring Baltic 
States participating in the euro area. 
Via joining of the single currency area several 
barriers have been lifted, e.g. currency 
fluctuation risk has been reduced, currency 
conversion costs have been eliminated, bank 


lending interest rates have fallen, etc. As a result, some potential momentum is likely to be given to 
the foreign trade activity in a longer term. Nevertheless, Latvia's EA export dynamics has not been 
promising in the recent two years, yet, taking into account the region's overall slow and uneven growth, 
even a moderate upward movement should be treated as a positive development. It should also be noted 
that in the two respective years the dynamics of both exports of goods and exports of services to the EA 
have differed rather notably.
According to the CSB data, a slight increase by 2.2% in 2014 and 2015 annually has been recorded for 
exports of goods to the EA. Nevertheless, the 2014 rise in exports to the EA was basically determined 
by a positive 4.4% export growth primarily to the 
other two Baltic States, as economic weaknesses of 
the rest of the EA countries found their reflection in 
Latvia's exports already in 2013 when goods exports 
to the EA (Baltic States excluding) contracted; ex-
ports to the rest of the EA countries continued to de-
crease also in 2014, i.e. after Latvia had joined the 
single currency area. In 2015, however, the annual 
in crease recorded for exports of goods to the other 
EA countries (2.5%) was similar to the one for the 
two other Baltic States (2.1%). In exports to the EA 
countries, a pickup was primarily posted by exports 
of wood, food and agricultural products.
According to the data of Latvijas Banka, a decrease in services exports to the EA in 2014 was 2.4% 
year-on-year, basical ly on account of falling transport, computer, information and telecommunication 
services ex ports, whereas in 2015 services exports to the EA expanded markedly by 10.5%, primarily 
determined by an increase in exports of travel and financial services. 
Given the weak demand from the EA, it was and is still important for the Latvian exporters to strengthen 
their positions and penetrate new foreign markets also outside the EA. Moreover, better foreign trade 
integration and diversification within the EA with its single monetary policy act as preconditions 
for an effective absorption of external economic shocks originating outside the EA. That is why the 
strengthening of competitive positions of Latvian exporters is more important than passively waiting 
for the external demand from the EA to build up.


Latvia's exports to euro area: developments after joining
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